Appendix A
Writing Lab Reports

To prepare your lab report, distill your investigations into a central argument. Then
organize your findings into units of evidence for your argument. A good lab report
is more than a compilation of your statistical analyses. A good report should be
well organized, and it should demonstrate clear and sound reasoning, contain easily
interpreted data displays, and use good grammar.

Organization1
Format your report into recognizable sections to clarify the structure of the paper.
Two levels of headings are usually helpful to provide a general outline. A paper
without section headings drags and is difficult to follow.
The choice of sections should match the reader’s expectations. For example, a research article is generally divided into sections labeled: Introduction, Methodology,
Results, and Discussion. When the sections are jumbled, such as when discussion
or experimental detail is found in the statement of the results, the readers may
become confused.
Use the Introduction to state the problem you are addressing and your findings.
Without giving away all your points, let the reader know where your paper is
headed.

1
The first three paragraphs of this section are summarized from, S. Tollefson,
“Encouraging Student Writing,” S. Tollefson, University of California, p. 24.
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• Catch the reader’s attention. Start with an example, a quotation, a statistic, a
question, or a complaint and use it as a theme that you refer to throughout the
paper.
• The Introduction sets the tone for your report. Explain why the problem you
are addressing is important. Appear to be interested in the topic.
• Break up a long Introduction into several paragraphs. One huge paragraph at
the outset of a paper can put readers off.
• Avoid such phrases as “I will discuss” or “this report will examine.” Better to
just dive right in.
Use the Methodology section to describe your data and how they were collected.
This information helps the reader assess the appropriateness of your analysis and
the significance of your findings.
• Describe the subject(s) under study. Be as specific as possible. Make clear who
was included in the study and who was not.
• Outline the procedures used for collecting the data. For example, if the data
are from a sample survey, then the reader may need to know the sampling
method, the interview process, and the exact wording of the questions asked.
Also address any problems with the data such as nonresponse.
• Explain how the variables measured can be used to address the scientific question of interest. Clearly distinguish between the main outcome of the study and
auxiliary information. Be sure to provide the units in which the responses were
measured.
Use the Results section to present your findings. Limit the presentation to those
results that are most relevant to your argument and most understandable to the
reader.
• Be parsimonious in your use of supporting tables and graphs. Too much extraneous information overloads the reader and obscures the importance of your
main thesis. The reader is often willing to accept a brief statement summarizing
your additional findings, especially if the material presented is well displayed
and to the point. When preparing your data displays, follow the guidelines that
appear later in this appendix. Each display must be discussed in the prose.
• Limit the use of statistical jargon. Save the most technical material for an
Appendix where you show the advanced reader your more sophisticated ideas
and more complicated calculations.
• Include in your report any findings that point to a potential shortcoming in your
argument. These problems should be considered in the Discussion section.
• If you include a figure from another paper, cite the original source in your figure
caption.
Use the Discussion section to pull together your results in defense of your main
thesis.
• Be honest. Address the limitations of your findings. Discuss, if possible, how
your results can be generalized.
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• Be careful not to overstate the importance of your findings. With statistical
evidence, we can rarely prove a conjecture or definitively answer a question.
More often than not, the analysis provides support for or against a theory, and
it is your job to assess the strength of the evidence presented.
• Relate your results to the rest of the scientific literature. Remember to give
credit to the ideas of others. Consider the following questions:
— Do your results confirm earlier findings or contradict them?
— What additional information does your study provide over past studies?
— What are the unique aspects of your analysis?
— If you could continue research into the area, what would you suggest for the
next step?

Clarity and Structure of Prose2
Information in a passage of text is interpreted more easily and more uniformly if it
is placed where readers expect to find it. Readers naturally emphasize the material
that arrives at the end of a sentence. When the writer puts the emphatic material at
the beginning or middle of a sentence, the reader is highly likely to emphasize the
wrong material and to incorrectly interpret the message of the sentence. Readers
also expect the material at the beginning of the sentence to provide them a link
to previous material and a context for upcoming material. When old information
consistently arrives at the beginning of the sentence, it helps readers to construct
the logical flow of the argument.
Observe the following structural principles:
• Follow a grammatical subject as soon as possible with its verb.
• Place at the end of the sentence the new information you want the reader to
emphasize.
• Place the person or thing whose story a sentence is telling at the beginning of
the sentence.
• Place appropriate old information (material already stated in the discourse)
at the beginning of the sentence for linkage backward and contextualization
forward.
• Provide context for your reader before asking that reader to consider anything
new.
• Try to ensure that the relative emphases of the substance coincide with the
relative expectations raised by the structure.
Here is an example from Gopen and Swan of scientific prose that begins sentences with new information and ends with old information. After reading the
paragraph, we have no clear sense of where we have been or where we are going.
2

The material in this section is summarized from G.D. Gopen and J.A. Swan, “The
Science of Scientific Writing,” Am. Sci., 78:550–558.
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Large earthquakes along a given fault segment do not occur at random intervals because it takes time to accumulate the strain energy for the rupture. The
rates at which tectonic plates move and accumulate strain at their boundaries
are approximately uniform. Therefore, in first approximation, one may expect that large ruptures of the same fault segment will occur at approximately
constant time intervals. If subsequent main shocks have different amounts
of slip across the fault, then the recurrence time may vary, and the basic idea
of periodic mainshocks must be modified. For great plate boundary ruptures
the length and slip often vary by a factor of 2. Along the southern segment
of the San Andreas fault the recurrence interval is 145 years with variations
of several decades. The smaller the standard deviation of the average recurrence interval, the more specific could be the long term prediction of a future
mainshock.
Gopen and Swan revised the paragraph to abide by the structural principles
outlined above. The phrases in square brackets are suggestions for connections
between sentences. These connections were left unarticulated in the original paragraph; they point out the problems that had existed with the logical flow of the
argument.
Large earthquakes along a given fault segment do not occur at random intervals because it takes time to accumulate the strain energy for the rupture. The
rates at which tectonic plates move and accumulate strain at their boundaries are approximately uniform. Therefore, nearly constant time intervals
(at first approximation) would be expected between large ruptures of the
same fault segment. [However?], the recurrence time may vary; the basic
idea of periodic mainshocks may need to be modified if subsequent main
shocks have different amounts of slip across the fault. [Indeed?], the length
and slip of great plate boundary ruptures often vary by a factor of 2. [For
example?], the recurrence intervals along the southern segment of the San
Andreas fault is 145 years with variations of several decades. The smaller
the standard deviation of the average recurrence interval, the more specific
could be the long term prediction of a future mainshock.

Data Displays3
The aim of good data graphics is to display data accurately and clearly, and the
rules for good data display are quite simple. Examine data carefully enough to
know what they have to say, and then let them say it with a minimum amount of
adornment. Do this while following reasonable regularity practices in the depiction
of scale, and label clearly and fully.
3

The material in this section is summarized from “How to Display Data Badly,” H.
Wainer, The American Statistician 38:137–147, 1984.
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The following list provides guidelines for how to make good data displays.
• Density– Holding clarity and accuracy constant, the more information displayed
the better. When a graph contains little information, the plot looks empty and
raises suspicions that there is nothing to be communicated. However, avoid
adding to the displays extraneous graphics such as three-dimensional bars,
stripes, and logos. Chart junk does not increase the quantity of information
conveyed in the display; it only hides it.
• Scale–
–
–
–
–

Graph data in context; show the scale of your axes.
Choose a scale that illuminates the variation in the data.
Do not change scale in mid-axis.
If two plots are to be compared, make their scales the same.

• Labels– Captions, titles, labels, and legends must be legible, complete, accurate,
and clear.
• Precision– Too many decimal places can make a table hard to understand.
The precision of the data should dictate the precision reported. For example,
if weight is reported to the nearest 5 pounds then a table presenting average
weights should not be reported to the nearest 1/100 of a pound.
• Dimensions– If the data are one-dimensional, then use a visual metaphor that
is one-dimensional. Increasing the number of dimensions can make a graph
more confusing. Additional dimensions can cause ambiguity: is it length, area,
or volume that is being compared?
• Color– Adding color to a graph is similar to adding an extra dimension to the
graph. The extra dimension should convey additional information. Using color
in a graph can make us think that we are communicating more than we are.
• Order– Sometimes the data that are to be displayed have one important aspect
and others that are trivial. Choose a display that makes it easy to make the
comparison of greatest interest. For example: (a) ordering graphs and tables alphabetically can obscure structure in the data that would have been obvious had
the display been ordered by some aspect of the data; (b) Stacking information
graphically indicates the total but can obscure the changes in individual components, especially if one component both dominates and fluctuates greatly; (c)
comparisons are most easily made by placing information all on one plot.

Grammar4
Bad grammar distracts the reader from what you are trying to say. Always assume
that whoever reads your paper will be evaluating your grammar, sentence structure,
and style, as well as content. Content cannot really be divorced from form.
4

The material in this section is reprinted with permission from S. Tollefson,
“Encouraging Student Writing,” University of California, p. 27.
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Examples of grammatical problems:
• subject–verb or noun–pronoun agreement
Theories of cosmology suggests that the universe must have more than three
dimensions. (“suggest”)
Everyone investigating mass extinctions by asteroids may bring their own
prejudices to the investigations. (“Scientists investigating ... may bring their...”)
• faulty comparison—either incomplete or mixing apples and oranges
Thin metal strands deposited in a silicon wafer make it better. (“better” than
what?)
The stars in some galaxies are much more densely packed than the Milky Way.
(“than those in the Milky Way”)
• sentence fragment
The HTLV virus, nearly unknown six years ago (although some evidence of a
longer existence has been found) rapidly becoming the Black Plague of modern
times. (add “is” before “rapidly”)
The virus may be handled in the laboratory. But only with care. (These should
be one sentence.)
• misuse of tenses and confusion of parts of speech
Some researchers feel badly about how lab animals are treated. (“feel bad”)
Ever since Quagmire Chemical Company requested a heat exchanger, we
investigated several options. (“have investigated”)
• idiom—usually a misuse of prepositions
The Human Subjects Committee insisted to do it their way (“insisted on doing
it...”)
• modification—usually a word or phrase in the wrong place
When applying an electric field, liquid crystal molecules align themselves and
scattering of light is reduced. (Dangling—should be “When one applies...”)
Incinerating industrial wastes can produce compounds toxic to humans such
as dioxins. (misplaced—should be “can produce compounds, such as dioxins,
toxic to humans.”)
• parallel structure
In gel electrophoresis, large ions move slowly and small ones are traveling more
quickly. (“...and small ones travel more quickly”)
The vaccinia virus may be used to vaccinate against small pox and as a carrier of
genetic material from one organism to another. (“...to vaccinate...and to carry”)
• passive voice—not always bad, but overused
Short stature and low IQ can be caused by an extra chromosome. (more often
than not, it’s preferable to say “An extra chromosome causes...”)
Trisomy-21 is still often called “mongolism.” (“People still often call...”)
• predication—illogical connection among subject/verb/complements
Viewing occultations of certain asteroids suggests that they have moons. (it’s
not the viewing, but the occultations themselves that suggest this)
Exposure to intense x-rays is the reason these crystals glow. (exposure itself
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is not the reason—what the x-rays do to the structure causes the glow; or you
could say “Exposure to intense x-rays causes these crystals to glow.”)
• reference—faulty or vague
The deprojector and image stretcher allow us to examine tilted galaxies as if
they were facing us head on. It’s a great breakthrough. (“Development of these
devices is a great...”)
• run-together sentence
The meteor impact site in the Indian Ocean is the best possibility at the moment,
however, other sites do exist. (semicolon or period needed before “however”)
The layer of semenium is worldwide, it shows only a few gaps. (semicolon or
period needed after “worldwide”)

Revising and Proofreading
After you have completed a draft, look at the paper again. Learn to see where new
material is needed, where material should be deleted, and where reorganization
is required. Once you have spent enormous effort on the analysis and writing,
proofread your manuscript two or three times. Keep looking for unclear passages,
format errors, poor reasoning, etc., right down to the moment you submit the paper.
Use the following questions to appraise your manuscript:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the problem clearly stated?
Are the statistical statements correct?
Are the data displays informative?
Are the conclusions based on sound evidence?
Are the grammar and sentence structure correct?
Are the style and tone appropriate for the venue?

